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a word

from editor-in-chief

During the press conference,
ahead of IAF’s 86th
anniversary celebrations,
CAS repeatedly, reiterated
that Indian Air Force is much
more than just Rafale. It is a
potent force with a focus on
the mission and the brilliant
men behind the machines.

On October 8 this year, the Indian Air Force (IAF)
c elebrates its 86th Anniversary, an occasion of immense significance for both serving and retired personnel of this organisation
of high repute. Established on this day in the year 1932 with just
a handful of Westland Wapiti piston engine biplanes, the journey
of the IAF of a little over eight and half decades since its birth,
has been long and arduous, but none the less, the experience has
been rewarding. Today, while the IAF with its authorised combat
fleet strength at 42 squadrons can boast of being the fourth largest in the world, it also faces some monumental challenges.
With efforts by the IAF since the beginning of the last decade
to induct fourth-generation combat aircraft failing to fructify
so far, the strength of the fighter fleet has dwindled to just 31
squadrons as against the authorised level of 42. Hopefully, the
Indian aerospace industry will gear up to provide the IAF with
capable indigenous fighter aircraft such as the Light Combat
Aircraft (LCA) Tejas Mk IA and Mk II in the numbers required
and in a respectable timeframe. This will help the IAF tide over
the escalating crisis, at least to some extent. The IAF is also
looking forward to the success of the indigenous fifth generation
Advanced Medium Combat Aircraft (AMCA) project to enable it
to foray into the next generation with relative ease. This is particularly important in view of the fact that India has withdrawn
from the joint Indo-Russian project to develop a fifth generation
fighter aircraft. Hopefully, the AMCA project will not be plagued
with uncertainty as has been the case of the LCA Tejas. There is
talk of a serving Air Marshal of the IAF being entrusted with the
responsibility of management of the LCA project. This issue of
SP’s Aviation carries a number of analytical articles on the IAF,
the formidable challenges that lie ahead, pressing requirements
and the various options before the service for induction of combat aircraft to restore the fighter fleet to the level authorised.
During an interaction with the media preceding the 86th
Anniversary celebrations by the IAF, Air Chief Marshal B.S. Dha-

noa, Chief of the Air Staff (CAS), a highly experienced and an outstanding professional, stated that the Rafale combat aircraft being
procured from Dassault Aviation of France, is a very capable platform and would be a “game changer” in the region as neither
of the two adversaries currently posses combat aircraft to match
this platform from the French aerospace industry. A special message from the CAS on the occasion of the 86th Anniversary of the
IAF as also a personal interview with him, are a part of this issue
of the magazine.
Writing about the Indian aerospace industry, in his article on ‘Defence Offsets’, Pratyush Kumar, President of Boeing
India suggests that the country has tremendous potential for
growth in the aerospace and defence industry and defence offsets should be used as an ‘enabler’. He says that the provision
for offsets as an integral part of a defence contract, can be an
effective medium to harness this potential and not be a serious
‘limiting factor’ for foreign OEMs while burdening the end user.
He believes that there is a need to “Reform, Rethink and Reset”
the regulatory framework.
All this and more in this special issue of SP’s Aviation
dedicated to the IAF. Warmest Congratulations to IAF on the
occasion!
Jai Hind!

Owned, published and printed by Jayant Baranwal, printed at Kala Jyothi Process Pvt Ltd and published at
A-133, Arjun Nagar (Opposite Defence Colony), New Delhi 110003, India. All rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
photocopying, recording, electronic, or otherwise without prior written permission of the Publishers.
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MULTI-ROLE
COMBAT-PROVEN
BUILT FOR THE FUTURE

As the most advanced and lowest-cost fighter per flight hour, the F/A-18 Super Hornet will deliver next-gen superiority and survivability to India.
By assembling, testing and certifying this aircraft at a state-of-the-art Factory of the Future in India, Boeing will help grow the country’s
aerospace ecosystem. And with a plan for growth, the F/A-18 Super Hornet will continue to outpace threats—and make India stronger.
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NEWS
IAF May get Control of
the Tejas Project
The Indian Air Force (IAF) may get control of the Light Combat Aircraft
(LCA) Tejas project from Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd (HAL) and Aeronautical Development Agency (ADA). The decision, likely to be announced by
the Ministry of Defence (MoD) soon, is aimed at ending the blame-game
over project delays, often being played out by the stakeholders of the flagship ‘Make in India’ programme. Military sources confirmed that the idea
of an IAF officer being given command and control of the Tejas project has
been floating around for some time now. As per a proposal being mooted,
the IAF might depute an officer of the rank of Air Marshal to head the Tejas
project.

Photograph: Karthik Kumar / SP Guide Pubns

viewS
It was in 1969 that the Indian Government accepted
the recommendation by its Aeronautics Committee that HAL
should design and develop a combat aircraft for the IAF. However,
the project was formally initiated only in 1983 and the following
year, the Government decided to create a new agency outside the
HAL called ADA to manage the LCA programme. While the LCA
Tejas is often described as a product of HAL, its development
must be credited to ADA and a consortium of over 100 defence
laboratories, industrial organisations and academic institutions
with HAL being the principal contractor. As per a review committee formed in May 1989, infrastructure, facilities and technology
with the Indian aerospace industry had advanced sufficiently to
execute the project. The design of the LCA was finalised in 1990
as a tail-less delta-wing platform that would be highly manoeuvrable and will have a number of advanced features.
The LCA Tejas is the second supersonic fighter aircraft produced by the Indian aerospace industry, the first being the HF-24
Marut whose development was initiated in 1956. However, compared with the Marut which took just 11 years from design to service entry, it took the Indian aerospace industry 33 years to hand
over the first LCA Tejas to the IAF. Today, the Indian aerospace
industry has the capability to produce eight aircraft per year. At
this low rate of production, HAL is unlikely to contribute significantly towards making up for the deficiency in the combat fleet
of the IAF in a respectable time frame. The rate of production is
planned to be doubled; but as to when this new milestone will be
achieved, is difficult to predict with any degree of certainty. Also,
the LCA Tejas Mk I is yet to obtain Final Operational Clearance
and given the way deadlines have slipped, one can never be sure
whether this will be achieved by the end of 2018 as scheduled.
The LCA project was conceived with the primary aim of
developing an indigenous combat platform and building it in
large numbers to replace the sizeable fleet of the different variants of the obsolescent family of MiG-21 aircraft with the IAF,
the last of which would be phased out in a few years. The combat fleet of the IAF is already badly deficient with the strength
of fighter squadrons down to 31 as against the authorised level
of 42. With the current rate of production, the LCA Tejas may
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not be able to play any significant role in relieving the distress
situation confronting the IAF which was pinning its hope on
this indigenous platform. Other than 36 Rafale jets contracted
for, no inductions are likely in the foreseeable future. Perhaps
because the Indian aerospace industry has failed to deliver, the
government is now considering the option of handing over the
management of the LCA project to the IAF.
The IAF has been associated with the LCA project, but only
since 2004, the year in which a Project Management Team
(PMT) of the IAF headed a senior officer of the flying branch,
was constituted and attached to ADA. The responsibility of
the PMT is to monitor the progress of series production of the
Tejas. Currently, the team is headed by an officer of the rank
of Air Marshal. Of its own choice, the IAF had remained aloof
from management role and responsibility with the LCA Tejas
project since its launch. The LCA Tejas programme is now at
an advanced stage and is afflicted by the ills that public sector
undertakings in India suffer from. The ADA-HAL combination
is an immensely complex organisation and the impediments to
the progress of the LCA Tejas project are also infinitely complex.
It would be unreasonable expect an Air Marshal of the IAF, a
rank outsider, to be able to set everything right in the ADA-HAL
complex and get the LCA Tejas project moving at a faster pace
to fulfil the requirement of the IAF. The Indian aerospace industry, being a civilian organisation, is accustomed to functioning
under civilian labour laws, strongly influenced by the culture
of unionism and lack of accountability. A new leadership from
a military background used to non-unionised and highly disciplined functioning, is unlikely to be accepted easily by the rank
and file of the Indian aerospace industry and hence in all probability, is unlikely to get the level of support necessary to remove
the malaise the organisation suffers from and actually be able
to produce the desired results. Any significant improvement in
the LCA Tejas project under the proposed leadership is therefore, highly unlikely. The only thing that may happen is that the
responsibility for non-performance will shift to the IAF. SP

—By Air Marshal B.K. Pandey (Retd)

www.sps-aviation.com
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IAF CHIEF
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O

n the occasion of the 86th Anniversary
of the Indian Air Force, I extend my
felicitations to all Air Warriors, NCs
(E), DSC personnel, Civilians and their
families. My special greetings to our
esteemed Air Veterans and their families.
The Air Force Day is highly revered as it marks
the birth of the IAF and is an opportunity for us to
reflect upon our rich past with a deep sense of pride
in our achievements. We salute our brave air warriors
who have displayed courage and professionalism and
ensured successful completion of all mission no matter
how daunting the conditions. We also pay tribute to
our brave martyrs’ who made the supreme sacrifice
in the line of duty. It is also an occasion to rededicate
ourselves to the service of the nation and take a pledge
to take the IAF to greater heights.
In the past few years, the geo-political environment
has been rapidly changing and uncertainties have
created numerous challenges to national security. The
IAF is ever prepared to meet any contingency that
challenges the defence of our country. In the year gone
by, IAF has continued to grow from strength to strength
and achieved a number of operational milestones. To
face this dynamic environment the IAF is in the process
of acquiring multi-spectrum strategic capabilities in
consonance with the expanding national interests.
Towards Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster
Relief the IAF responded to the clarion call of duty in
aid to civil authority in a swift and timely manner. Our
brave air warriors continued to provide succour to
our countrymen in times of need and demonstrated
exceptional courage, selflessness and tenacity in the
face of the most hostile and adverse conditions.
IAF has been actively involved in providing rescue
and relief to cyclone, flood and landslide affected areas
of Kerala, Tamilnadu, Tripura, Nagaland and Karnataka.
The IAF provided timely assistance in fighting forest
fires in Theni, Katra, Pathankot, Kasauli and even
urban fires in Delhi. It required flying helicopters in
the most challenging terrain and weather conditions
in the world. In addition, airlifting of relief material to
Myanmar, fire fighting on an Indian Merchant Ship and
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Air Chief Marshal B.S. Dhanoa
pvsm avsm ysm vm adc

CASEVAC of pilgrims stranded at Kailash Mansarovar
and Amarnath Yatra were also carried out.
The IAF has scaled greater heights of success in the
field of sports as well as adventure. The performance
displayed by our young Air Warriors in the various
sporting events at the Commonwealth Games,
International Shooting Sport Federation World Cup
and the Asian Games was commendable. The Nation
as a whole and the Indian Air Force in particular is
extremely proud of their achievements.
The welfare and well-being of our personnel and
their families continues to be of utmost importance.
The IAF remains fully committed in its endeavour
to provide a conducive working environment to
one and all. A number of developmental projects on
construction/upgradation of accommodation, messes,
schools, auditoriums, sports infrastructure, medical and
recreation facilities have been accelerated to enhance the
quality of life and standards of living of our personnel.
On this occasion we take this opportunity to
pay tribute to our veterans and acknowledge their
outstanding contributions. It is their vision and
tenacity of purpose that nurtured a fledgling air force
along the path of progress. We are forever indebted
to our pioneers who were unrelenting in the face of
tremendous hardships during the formative years of
the IAF. We assure them that we will continue to strive
for excellence and ensure success in every mission
that we undertake keeping in line with the values and
ethos that we have inherited from them.
On behalf of all air warriors of the Indian Air Force,
I compliment SP’s Aviation team for the special issue
on Air Force Day and wish them success in all their
future endeavours.
Jai Hind!

Air Chief Marshal
Chief of the Air Staff
Indian Air Force

www.sps-aviation.com
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“IAF is
committed
towards our
long term
plans as per
the DPP”
On the occasion of the 86th Anniversary of
the Indian Air Force (IAF), Air Chief Marshal
B.S. Dhanoa, PVSM, AVSM, YSM, VM,
ADC, Chief of the Air Staff spoke to Jayant
Baranwal, Editor-in-Chief, SP’s Aviation

Photographs: IAF

SP’s Aviation (SP’s): If you look back, how do you perceive the
event that witnessed dropping of “R” (Royal) from RIAF (Royal
Indian Air Force) introducing India’s own Indian Air Force?
Chief of the Air Staff (CAS): Dropping of the prefix ‘Royal’ was
the inevitable step in the process of committing the service to
the Republic of India. It signified the IAF’s complete loyalty
to the President as the Head of State and the Supreme Commander of the Indian Armed Forces and not the Royal sovereign of a distant land.
SP’s: In today’s time of Joint Warfare ship, do you feel the rivalry
within the services still exists?
CAS: Major military campaigns in the recent past have shown
us that the success rate is highest when we use a force which
is logically balanced in terms of technology as well as components of aerospace, surface and sub-surface forces. The Indian
Armed Forces are alive to this situation. The IAF always promotes interoperability in all spheres as it strengthens the existing resources of the three services. The IAF’s thrust towards
interoperability begins with vertical coordination at all levels
for planning joint campaigns keeping in mind the mobilisation,
targeting and assault plans of the other services.
Road map for joint war gaming is being formulated jointly
by three services. As such all major exercises involve two/three
Services eg. Live Wire-15, Tropex, Gagan Shakti 18, etc. Annual
Joint HADR Exercises are being conducted, incorporating all
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three Services as well as Para Military and Civil Administration.
All these exercises are jointly conceived, planned, coordinated
and conducted.
SP’s: How would you perceive the politicization of military
acquisition programmes once concluded?
CAS: The defence procurements are being undertaken as
per the guidelines specified in the Defence Procurement Procedure (DPP). The DPP has been revised from time to time
while retaining the basic character of Transparency, Probity
and Public accountability. The IAF is steadfast and committed
towards achievement of our long term procurement plans as
per the DPP.
SP’s: Would you like to indicate on what all initiatives are being
taken by our Air Force to ensure –
(a): Constant boosting of the morale of airmen.
CAS: In an endeavour to enhance satisfaction level and morale
of senior Sergeants, it has been decided that all Sergeants who
have completed 29 years of service, will be granted acting
unpaid rank of Junior Warrant Officer (JWO). This will enable
such airmen to retire as JWOs. Skill grading of Airmen has been
given enhanced impetus through conduct of test by REB/GEB.
The same has been linked to the professional performance of
airmen in certain attributes of their annual reports. So far a
gazette notification was published for the promotion to the rank

www.sps-aviation.com
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CAS

of substantive Warrant Officer (WO).
The same has been extended to MWOs,
WOs and JWOs as well.
Also, no activity can be more perennially rewarding for the air warriors
than the quality schooling for their
wards. IAF therefore lays required
emphasis and all 132 Air Force Schools
have carved a niche for themselves.
Our Board Examination results this
year have been encouraging and much
above the national average. NITI Aayog
has funded setting up of the prestigious
Atal Tinkering Labs in three Air Force
Schools. You will see a rising representation of our schools in such projects in
the coming years. Admission concerns
of the air warriors in Kendriya Vidyalayas, during transfers, have also been
addressed and accordingly class capacity has been enhanced for the wards of
defence personnel.

“The IAF’s
thrust towards
interoperability
begins with vertical
coordination at all
levels for planning
joint campaigns
keeping in mind
the mobilisation,
targeting and assault
plans of the other
services”

approximately 1,50,000 students. The
induction-related information is being
uploaded from time to time in IAFs
official account of Facebook, Instagram
and Twitter.
SP’s: If you can also indicate on any time
line being fixed for these:
a: Avro Replacement by C295 –part of
Tata-Airbus JV;
b: In-Flight Refueling Aircraft requirement of IAF;
c: 
Correction in the total number of
fighter squadrons which appears to
be pretty far from the desired level of
number of squadrons;
d: Jaguar upgrade;
e: Additional 38 Pilatus trainers;
f: 
Unmanned Combat Aerial Vehicle
(UCAV).
CAS (a): The Avro replacement case is
underway and presently negotiations

are in progress.
(b): Youth of the country gets attracted towards the Air Force (b): The RFI for six FRA has been issued in March 2018 and the
case will be progressed as per DPP.
as a career.
CAS: ‘DISHA’ at Air HQ conducts Induction Publicity Pro- (c): The IAF currently has 31 active fighter squadrons. The
grammes all across the country related to induction/career fighter aircraft strength is planned to be made good through
in the IAF. Purpose of these activities is to develop the ‘IAF induction of remaining contracted Su-30 MKI, LCA and the
Brand’ amongst the target group and to make the youth aware Rafale. Procurement for 83 LCA Mk1 A has been initiated. Furabout various career opportunities available for them in the ther, the case for 114 fighter aircraft is being processed under
IAF. Various initiatives and publicity efforts have been taken by the Strategic Partnership model of DPP-16. Other options are
the Air Force. NCC special entry has been extended to women also being explored to build up to authorised strength at the
Air Wing Cadets with ‘C’ certificate. This would enable them earliest.
to directly go for SSB, without any screening test to become (d): Jaguar DARIN III aircraft are undergoing midlife series
a Short Service Commissioned Officer in the flying branch of upgrade at HAL.
the IAF. Online testing of Air Force Common Admission Test (e): The IAF is processing procurement of 38 additional Pila(AFCAT) has been implemented on pan-India basis. To reach tus PC-7 Mk II under the ‘Option Clause’ to meet the training
the youth the IAF maintains a career website www.career- requirements.
indianairforce.cdac.in which contains all the induction and (f): The IAF intends to expand its RPA fleet. The IAF is working
selection-related information. Advertisement for all the entries with DRDO for developing such a capability wherein the conis released in Employment News, various magazines and also tours are being finalised.
as newspaper advertisement in vernacular language on panIndia basis. During the process of induction, a large number of SP’s: The IAF has now been participating in numerous internavoice calls on induction queries of repeated nature are resolved tional exercises across the globe. Is there a radical change in the
through IVRS. Thrust on motivational lectures and one-to-one IAF doctrine and will IAF be a part of any multi-nation operations?
interaction, which is the most effective method of publicity, has CAS: During the conduct of international exercise, various
been enhanced for providing guidance to students of premier methodologies of operational planning and execution are incorinstitutes as well as rural educational institutes, NCC Cadets porated. Lessons learnt with conduct of every multi-nation
and Sainik Schools. Specific institutions in geographically dis- exercise are deliberated at the highest levels. The IAF is geared
placed regions have been identified and motivational talks up to undertake all tasks assigned by the Government of India.
have been conducted. Air Force particiSP’s: Is Air Force looking at re-organpates in various exhibitions and fairs.
ising the Maintenance Command and
Publicity stalls were set up at various
the BRDs /EDs to support the aircraft/
forums such as ‘Youth Festivals’, ‘Aero
“As for integrated
systems repair and overhaul? How is
India Air Shows’, ‘Know your Forces’,
the modernisation of the BRDs being
National Bal Bhavan, etc. Induction
commands, the IAF is
progressed?
Publicity Exhibition Vehicle (IPEV)
of the view that given
CAS: Except for minor rearrangement,
was launched on October 8, 2015, as
there is no major reorganisation envisa pilot project and has successfully
the size of our nation,
aged as role and task of Maintenance
completed six road drives in the North,
the entire country
Command and its task is well defined.
East, West, Central and Southern parts
needs to be treated
Maintenance Command has been
of the country. IPEV drives have so far
effectively
undertaking Engineering
covered 32,000 km, 500 institutes and
as a single theatre”
and Supply Chain tasks for legacy as
resulted in one to one interaction with

www.sps-aviation.com
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(left) Air Chief Marshal B.S. DhanoA with Defence Minister Nirmala Sitharaman at AIR FORCE STATION UTTARLAI in rajasthan;
(right) CAS Dhanoa in the cockpit of rafale figher jet in france in july 2017.

well as state-of-the-art weapon delivery platforms and systems processed centrally by Air HQ. Procurement of 135 machines is
through 52 units functioning under it. BRDs have been in the planned as part of this action.
In order to expose IAF personnel working in BRDs to modforefront of carrying out MRO activities for our military assets.
EDs are vital links in the supply chain management of the IAF ern technology and processes, regular visits of BRD officers
dealing with provisioning, procurement, warehousing and and airmen to civil industry in India are being organised. We
transportation of aggregates and spares to various operational have ensured training of our technicians so as to imbibe Best
units. These units are considered critical for effective mainte- Practices by exposing them to institutes like IGCAR, BEL, etc
nance support and to sustain the operations as per the pace and to various workshops on Quality Assurance, latest repair
techniques being conducted at PSUs and in civil institutes.
desired by the modern era.
Maintenance Command tasks extend much beyond ROH
and warehousing of weapon systems and include indigenisa- SP’s: What is your view on the Theatre Command concept being
tion of spares, innovative solutions to address obsolescence, considered by the Army? Will it radically change the way IAF
modification of existing equipment for capability enhancement operates?
CAS: On the issue of integrated commands, the IAF is of the
and life enhancement to name a few.
BRDs have also become Centres of Excellence in respec- view that given the size of our nation, the entire country needs
tive functional areas. Nodal Technology Centres (NTCs) have to be treated as a single theatre. This is in line with the genbeen formed at our Depots to closely interact with industry, eral expanse of theatres seen in major militaries that subacademia and research labs to effectively support the ‘Make scribe to this model. The Western Theatre Command of China
in India’ mission. NTCs will also function as incubators for is as large as India. The other major military that subscribes
to this model, i.e. the US military also has integrated comdefence start-ups.
Modernisation of BRDs is being progressed in a three- mands which are far larger. For example, the entire Continenpronged strategy because of longer gestation period in mate- tal United States, along with Canada and Mexico make up the
area of the US Northern Command.
rialising modern equipment. Part of
The IAF is completely in favour
modernisation process is de-centralof the reform of the Higher Defence
ised. In this de-centralised moderniOrganisation. The exact nature of
sation process, BRDs are procuring
this reform is the subject of extensive
modern equipment that are of specific
“The
fighter
aircraft
consultations between the concerned
use to that particular BRD and prostrength is planned
stakeholders and includes the estabcurement of which is urgent in nature
lishment of a Permanent Chairman
for functioning of the BRD. This is an
to be made good
Chief of Staff Committee as the singleon-going process and BRDs have benthrough induction of
point professional military advisor to
efitted by having latest machines and
remaining contracted
the Cabinet on defence matters, along
equipment.
with formation of departments of
For items of equipment that
Su-30 MKI, LCA and
the Army, Navy and the Air Force
are common to various Depots and
the Rafale”
headed by the respective Vice Chiefs
wherein cost advantage can be generas Secretaries. SP
ated because of quantities are being
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Light Combat Aircraft - Tejas: It is a single engined, light weight, highly agile, multi-role supersonic
fighter. It has quadruplex digital fly-by-wire Flight Control System (FCS) with associated advanced
flight control laws. Extensive use of advanced composites in the airframe gives it a high strength to
weight ratio, long fatigue life and low radar signatures.

Press Conference

CAS

IAF

Special

“Rafale
& S-400
Booster
Dose”
— ACM Dhanoa

Photograph: IAF

The induction of the 83 Mk-1A Tejas and 36
Rafale and the up gradation of the existing
aircrafts will arrest the drop in the fighter
squadrons

While answering a salvo of queries on the controversial
Rafale aircraft deals, Chief of Air Staff Air Chief Marshal B.S.
Dhanoa, in defence of the deal, said that Rafale, when inducted,
will be a game changer in the sub-continent. He was addressing
the annual press conference ahead of the October 8 Air Force Day.
Speaking on the over $5 billion Russian Long-range-surfaceto-air S-400 missile deal, Air Chief said that along with Rafale,
S-400 will be the booster dose for the IAF which is facing severe
erosion in its fighter strength. According to him the first S-400
is expected to arrive in two years from signing of the deal.
CAS further added that the 83 Mk-1A Tejas and 36 Rafale
besides Sukhoi-30 MKI and the up gradation of the existing aircrafts will arrest the drop down from the existing 31 squadrons.
India is currently upgrading its French Mirage-2000 and British-French Jaguar aircraft. IAF has a mandate for 42 squadrons.
While discussing the operational impact of the depleting
fighter squadron, he said that the ‘Gaganshakti exercise’ aptly
showed the operational capability of the IAF.
Speaking on the MMRCA 2.0 or the 114 fighter aircraft deal,
Dhanoa said that IAF is waiting for Acceptance of Necessity and
following that a Request for Proposal (RFP) will be issued. Speaking further he said that the current tender will not take as much
time as the previous MMRCA. IAF plans to test only those systems which were not part of the aircraft that were put to trials.
On the offset partnership of the Rafale, CAS denied any IAF
role and said that it was Dassault (manufacturer of Rafale aircraft) which selected its offset partner.
Speaking on the Light Combat Aircraft (LCA) Tejas, Dhanoa
informed that IAF has a plan for induction of 231 LCA which
will includes four squadron (83) LCA Mk-1A and six squadron
(108) of Mk-II. LCA are being manufactured by HAL. IAF is
expecting delivery of the Mk-1A to begin around 2021/22. The
development of the LCA Mk-II is under progress.
On the delays in delivery by HAL, he said, “There has been
a delay in the delivery schedule in contracts already executed
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Quick questions
During the Press briefing, ahead of the 86th Air Force
Day, CAS Air Chief Marshal B.S. Dhanoa, specifically
answered two questions put to him by Jayant Baranwal,
Editor-in-Chief, SP’s Aviation.
Jayant Baranwal (Jayant): What will be the number of squadrons in 2022 when delivery of 36 Rafale is completed?
Chief of the Air Staff (CAS): It will remain the same number
of squadrons i.e. 31 – similar to what it is today, with some
LCA Mark 1A coming in.
Jayant: When will finally the Avro Replacement be signed?
CAS: Should be by the end of this financial year. SP

to HAL. There is a three years delay in delivery of Sukhoi-30, 6
years delay in Jaguar, 5-year delay in LCA, and 2-year delay in
delivery of Mirage 2000 upgrade.”
Refuting all allegation of over payment for the Rafale, he
said, “It’s not simply possible that the new cost would be higher
than the cost finalised earlier.”
On the expansion of the aviation infrastructure in Tibet,
he said, “We’re watching infrastructure developments. They
(China) have been saying that airports are coming up for
regional connectivity. We have a plan to counter that.. 50 aircraft in Tibet is no threat.”
Chief also announced ‘Baba Mehar Singh Swarm Drone
Competition’ for autonomous UAV swarms. The winner of the
competition will get INR 10 Lakh. IAF has pledged INR 10 crore
for development and additional funds for co-production. SP
—By Rohit Srivastava
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DESERVES
ATTENTION
The success of the LCA Tejas is a national requirement and institutional ego, arrogance and
bureaucratic red-tapism should not be allowed to fail it

Photograph: Anoop Kamath / SP Guide Pubns

By Rohit Srivastava
On July 18 this year, India witnessed the latest MiG-21
crash in Kangra district of Himachal Pradesh, killing the pilot.
The aircraft had got airborne from Air Force Station Pathankot.
This is the latest accident of the aircraft, dubbed as the “flying
coffin”, which was the backbone of the Indian Air Force (IAF)
for almost three decades. This fighter aircraft of Russian origin
has given more than its due share to India. In spite of a large
number of accidents, it is still loved by the pilots of the IAF that
have flown this aircraft. However, the MiG-21 fleet needs immediate replacement; but unfortunately, on account of the inability
of the IAF to procure its replacement, it is being used jeopardising the lives of pilots and the overall operational capability of
the combat fleet of the IAF.

www.sps-aviation.com

Development Woes of the LCA Tejas
For some time now, the IAF has been in a situation where it has
had multiple options for the procurement of a fourth-generation
combat aircraft; but has not been able to lock on to any one of
these. The indigenous Light Combat Aircraft (LCA) Tejas was
supposed to replace, the MiG-21, but it seems that the IAF is
not very happy with this platform. Reportedly, the IAF is going
to manage the whole of Hindustan Aeronautics Limited’s (HAL)
fixed-wing aircraft production, which would obviously include
the LCA Tejas project.
The LCA Tejas is still to get its Final Operational Clearance
(FOC), which is a must before its full-fledged operationalisation
in the IAF. According to the Comptroller and Auditor General’s
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report of 2015, “The LCA Tejas Mark-I achieved Initial Opera- (SPJ) and Air-to-Air Refuelling (AAR) for which quotation has
tional Clearance (IOC) in December 2013 with 53 waivers/ been submitted by HAL.” The total number of LCA Tejas Mk I
concessions”. Since then, the LCA Tejas has completed several and IA cleared for induction into the IAF is 123.
The sad part of the story is that with delay in development
of the required tests for FOC including the firing of Air-to-Air
Beyond Visible Range Missile (BVR). This was achieved on April of the aircraft, the IAF also changed its requirement leading to
27, 2018 from the firing range off the coast of Goa after an further delay. Reportedly, the IAF has recently asked for incorexhaustive study of the separation characteristics and plume poration of Software Defined Radio (SDR) in the LCA Tejas.
If the IAF had stuck to its initial requirement, the LCA Tejas
envelope of the missile.”
In a statement on April 28, 2018, Ministry of Defence (MoD) would have joined its fleet in the required numbers by now.
said “Integration of Derby, a BVR-class missile, is one of the The requirements projected later by the IAF could have been
incorporated through a planned upgrade programme. The LCA
major objectives of FOC for the LCA Tejas.”
“Based on the successful integration and demonstration, Tejas programme is a testimony of the inability of IAF to fully
the Regional Centre for Military Airworthiness (RCMA), a unit of understand the product development cycle.
This is even more glaring if we look at the way the IAF
DRDO, has cleared the series production the aircraft for Number 45 Squadron that are to be equipped with Derby opera- have been upgrading and flying five-decade-old fleets Mig-21
tional capability. The LCA Tejas has successfully completed a and Mig-27 aircraft. If these third-generation fighters can be
upgraded for modern warfare,
series of captive flight trials to
through replacement of their
clear Derby for the full operasystems and weapons with modtional capability in the entire
ern avionics and missiles, then
FOC envelope. In the past, the
what was the reason for changLCA Tejas has qualified for the
ing the specifications of the LCA
armaments and missile release
Tejas? Some of the capability
related trials,” it added. The IAF
that is currently asked for could
had envisaged induction of 200
have been integrated into the
LCA Tejas aircraft including 20
initial version of the aircraft.
of the trainer version to equip
Until a product goes into the
some 11 squadrons.
limited series production, many
On August 06 this year, the
of its development issues cannot
government in Parliament reitbe sorted out. This is the reason
erated that “Contract for 20 LCA
why aircraft development proTejas with IOC was signed on
grammes the world over, begin
March 31, 2006 to be completed
with limited series production.
by December 2011 and contract
for 20 aircraft with FOC was
signed on December 23, 2010
The Sino-Pak JF-17 Thunder
to be completed by 2016.” Till
On the other hand, the JF-17
date, HAL has delivered to the
Thunder, a third-generation
IAF only nine aircraft in IOC
fighter aircraft produced in
configuration.
Pakistan through a joint venSpeaking on the price of the
ture with China, is entering
aircraft, the government said,
into block-3 production. When
“The value of IOC contract for 20
the JF-17 entered into service,
LCA Tejas aircraft is `2701.70
it was compared with the LCA
crore (revised to `2812.91 crore).
Tejas and was described as
Amendment in IOC contract has been sought for `5362.17 crore being much inferior. But Pakistan has improved the aircraft
as part of Change Order on account of changes in build stan- block by block keeping in mind the financial, technological and
dards for integration entailing procurement of additional Line industrial limitation of the country. The development cost of an
Replaceable Units (LRUs), raw materials, composite materials, in-production aircraft is cheaper than an under-development
bought out items, consumables and
aircraft and also it take lesser time.
tooling.”
It is high time the vintage fleet of the
“The value of FOC contract for 20
MiGs should be retired from service and
LCA Tejas aircraft is `5989.39 crore,”
the IAF should avoid making any new
the government added. In terms of
demand from the development agen“IAF supports the
per aircraft cost, the LCA Tejas is not
cies. Finalisation of the 83 LCA Tejas
LCA and plans
a cheaper aircraft; but the additional
Mk1A should be completed in the minito induct Tejas
cost should be viewed in terms of
mum time so that HAL is able to start
investment in developing the required
the production with substantial orders
including 83 LCA
capability.
in hand. The success of the LCA Tejas
Mk-1A and 108 LCA
The MoD has already cleared the
is a national requirement and instituacquisition of 83 LCA Tejas Mk1A airtional ego, arrogance and bureaucratic
Mk-II”
craft with enhanced capabilities with
red-tapism should not be allowed to fail
—Air Chief Marshal
Active Electronically Scanned Array
it. If Pakistan and China can understand
B.S. Dhanoa
(AESA) Radar, Beyond Visual Range
and overcome the challenges of military
(BVR) Missile, Self-Protection Jammer
aviation, then so can we. SP
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F-22 Raptor

5th-Gen
options
The Indian Air Force (IAF) was quick to recognise the immense potential of fifth-generation
fighters and around five years ago, seemed set to induct not one, but two types

Photograph: Lockheed Martin

By Joseph Noronha
When the Lockheed Martin F-22 Raptor, a fifth-
generation, twin-engine, stealth fighter aircraft was introduced
by the United States Air Force (USAF) in December 2005, it created a stir. Analysts opined that if an attacking aircraft could
be rendered “invisible” to the enemy defences on account of its
low-observable characteristics, it would enjoy immense advantage. Conversely, the foe would find it well-nigh impossible to
engage an intruder he could not “see”. As America’s potential
adversaries stepped up efforts to develop their own fifth-generation fighters, its allies demanded these “invincible” platforms
for their own air forces.
The mystique surrounding fifth-generation fighters abated a
little when the F-22 programme was terminated on account of
high costs after only 195 jets were built. But its successor, the
Lockheed Martin F-35 Lightning II, has fared better. This single-
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engine stealth multirole fighter is projected to become the largest and most expensive weapon system in history, based on its
forecast production of over 3,000 jets and its estimated lifetime
cost of $1.5 trillion.
The Indian Air Force (IAF) was quick to recognise the
immense potential of fifth-generation fighters and around
five years ago, seemed set to induct not one but two types –
the Sukhoi/ Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) Fifth Generation Fighter Aircraft (FGFA) and the indigenous Advanced
Medium Combat Aircraft (AMCA). However, recently, the
FGFA project has collapsed, the AMCA is still a distant dream
and the IAF cannot realistically hope to acquire the F-35.
Besides, the shortage of conventional combat squadrons in
the IAF has turned acute. It is staring at an imminent drop
below 30 squadrons against the authorised strength of 42
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squadrons (each consisting of 18 jets),
the assessed minimum necessary to
tackle a two-front collusive threat
from Pakistan and China. In such
circumstances, a hugely expensive
stealth fighter seems like an avoidable
extravagance. So does the IAF really
need a fifth-generation fighter aircraft?
The short answer is: Yes it does, but
perhaps not just yet.

INDIA’S IMPERATIVES
The F-22 Raptor was the world’s only
operational stealth fighter for almost
a decade before a variant of the F-35
achieved initial operational capability (IOC) in July 2015. More recently,
China’s Chengdu J-20A entered operational service in September 2017 with
the People’s Liberation Army Air Force
(PLAAF). It will be followed by China’s
Shenyang J-31 which may attain IOC by
2020. Russia for its part, claims that its
Su-57 will be operational in 2019. However, the Russian Air Force (RAF) has
only ordered a dozen such jets indicating
a dismal lack of faith in its capabilities.
As per reports, the PLAAF intends to induct a large number
of fifth-generation fighters and the Pakistan Air Force (PAF) is
likely to get some of these platforms too in not too distant a
future. In fact, heartened by their successful cooperation on the
JF-17 lightweight fighter, Pakistan is even considering building
a fifth-generation jet with Chinese assistance. The only way for
the IAF to keep abreast of its potential adversaries and penetrate their fearsome air defences with low chances of detection
and interception, would be to have its own fleet of fifth-generation combat aircraft. It would also need to develop effective
countermeasures against intruding enemy stealth jets.

The PLAAF intends
to induct a large
number of fifthgeneration fighters
and the Pakistan Air
Force (PAF) is likely
to get some of these
platforms too

FOCUS ON THE FIFTH GENERATION
It was in 2007 that India and Russia began exploring the possibility of
jointly producing a fifth-generation
combat aircraft for the IAF. In 2010,
the two countries signed a $295 million design contract for
the co-development of the Sukhoi/HAL Perspective Multi-role
Fighter (PMF) or FGFA based on the Su-57 prototype, the T-50.
The projected production run was as high as 250 jets for Russia and 144 for India by 2022 at a cost of around $30 billion.
Meanwhile, in 2008, India’s Aeronautical Development Agency
(ADA) also got into the act with a preliminary study on an indigenous stealth multirole jet to be known as the AMCA. Design
work on this fifth-generation fighter commenced in 2010.
Strangely enough, there are no clearly defined attributes
of a fifth-generation fighter aircraft. It appears it is simply
one that incorporates all proven features of fourth-generation
designs, besides some new characteristics such as comprehensive all-aspect stealth, low probability of intercept radar (LPIR),
high-performance airframe, high-performance engine capable of supersonic cruise without afterburner or super-cruise,
advanced avionics with long-range sensors, and networked
data fusion to provide full battle-space situational awareness.
The armament must be carried internally to keep the aircraft’s
radar cross-section (RCS) low.

THE FGFA GRIDLOCK
Building fifth-generation fighters from scratch is a terribly difficult and costly proposition and very few attempts across the
world have succeeded. That is why development of the FGFA
seemed such an excellent idea. However, following detailed evaluation of the T-50 prototype, the IAF found serious shortcomings in the plane’s stealth engineering, engine, radar which had
limited coverage and capability and weapon-carrying capacity.

Photographs: UAC, UsAF

(Left) PAK FA (T-50); (Right) F-35A
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The sought more than 40 changes in it platform. Disagreements
also increased about work share, transfer of technology (ToT)
and costs. HAL however strongly backed the project, claiming
that the experience gained would ultimately help in the AMCA
project. The IAF, hamstrung by severe lack of resources and
budgetary support, finally decided that fifth-generation fighters
can wait. It first needs to acquire fighters in large numbers at
affordable cost. Earlier this year, India asked Russia to proceed
alone with developing their fifth-generation fighter. India however left the option open to join the project later or buy some
Su-57 jets off-the-shelf if necessary.
For some time, rumours abounded that the IAF might make
a bid for the Lockheed Martin F-35A. However, the IAF quickly
scotched such speculation. Apart from the uncertainty about the
US government clearing the sale of such an advanced fighter jet
to India, the F-35A makes little sense. Lockheed Martin would
neither agree to produce the fighters in India nor to transfer
technology. US military aircraft also come with strings attached.
For instance, after holding out for years, India on September 6,
2018, signed the enabling agreement COMCASA without which
it failed to obtain specialised
equipment for encrypted
communications for its USbuilt aircraft such as the
Boeing C-17 Globemaster
III, the Lockheed Martin
C-130J Super Hercules and
the Boeing P-8I Poseidon.

an engine with the required performance including thrust vectoring and super-cruise. In theory, the AMCA will be powered
by a domestically manufactured Kaveri K9 or K10 engine,
currently under development by the Gas Turbine Research
Establishment (GTRE). Only after the Kaveri is ready, hopefully by 2019, can serious work on the airframe begin. As Plan
B, the AMCA may initially fly with two General Electric F414
turbofans and get indigenous engines later. Other major challenges include the AESA radar and the development of radar
absorbing materials (RAM). The ADA has perhaps wisely
decided to concentrate on geometric stealth – that is, shaping the aircraft for minimum RCS from various angles rather
than material stealth, which would need the development of
RAM to reduce the RCS. Even so, the AMCA’s first flight is not
expected before 2032.

THINKING AHEAD
Given that it could take up to two decades for the IAF to get the
AMCA in operational service, it realises the need to put in place
robust defences against Chinese and possibly Pakistani fifthgeneration fighters. The IAF
claims that the Su-30MKI
radar can detect Chinese
fifth-generation fighters. If
this is true, it would bear out
Western scepticism about
the quality of Chinese stealth
design. It would also mean
the IAF may have at least
10 to 15 years to replenish
THE AMCA: ADVANTAGE OR
its dwindling fleet of fourthMIRAGE?
generation fighters before
The IAF also realises that
the PLAAF’s fifth-generation
with the government relucfighters begin to constitute a
tant to sign on the dotted
significant threat.
line for fighter jet imports,
India is also close to
there is no alternative to
signing an agreement to
indigenous aircraft. That is
acquire the Russian S-400
why, despite reservations
Triumf air defence missile
over their numerous shortsystem. The S-400’s highcomings, it plans to induct
band targeting radar can
at least 18 squadrons of the
engage a stealth jet at short
HAL-made Light Combat
AMCA
range. The S-500, due to be
Aircraft (LCA) Tejas fightdeployed by Russia in 2020,
ers by 2032. The Tejas Mk-2
would probably replace the existing MiG-29s, Jaguars, and may even be advanced enough to generate a weapons-quality
Mirage 2000s and become the mainstay of the IAF by numbers. track on an F-22 or F-35 stealth fighter.
As India strives to develop a fifth-generation fighter, it
An indigenous fifth-generation fighter such as the AMCA would
complete the picture and may also act as a force multiplier to would be unwise to ignore the emerging sixth generation. A
compensate for some of the IAF’s missing squadrons. The IAF is sixth-generation fighter, likely to be first fielded by the US after
backing the AMCA programme wholeheartedly since it seems to 2030, is expected to be an aircraft with all the characteristics
of fifth-generation jets plus directed-energy weapons and/or
be the only hope of getting a fifth-generation fighter.
hypersonics. Some analysts believe that
However, the Tejas experience
advanced sensor technology will render
where it took decades to develop a sinstealth design fruitless, while fighter
gle-engine fighter is not a good augury.
agility, electronic warfare and infrared
The AMCA being a twin-engine, stealth,
obscuring devices will correspondingly
super-manoeuvrable and super-cruise
gain in importance. Countries such as
aircraft, is perhaps an order of magniFrance, Germany and the United Kingtude more challenging. Much effort and
dom appear to have given up attempts
plenty of luck will be needed to successto build pure fifth-generation jets and
fully develop crucial fifth-generation
instead propose to directly start work
technologies. Speedy timelines and
on the sixth generation platform. The
realistic goals need to be set to ensure
IAF and the AMCA design team would
that the project progresses as planned.
do well to keep this in mind. SP
The main challenge is developing

As India strives
to develop a fifthgeneration fighter, it
would be unwise to
ignore the emerging
sixth generation
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Boeing’s F/A-18 is one of the
major contenders

MMRCA 2.0
CONTENDERS
Photograph: Commonwealth of Australia, Department of Defence

Amid the row over the recent Rafale deal, the good news is that the Centre is all set to clear
purchase of 114 new fighter jets worth over $20 billion
By Air Marshal Anil Chopra (Retd)
Not very long ago, the Indian Air Force (IAF) was three
times the size of Pakistan Air Force (PAF) and had a more modern combat aircraft inventory than China. This has changed in
the last two decades. As Air Chief Marshal B.S. Dhanoa, Chief of
the Air Staff mentioned in a recent seminar “The IAF is today
down to 31 combat squadrons as against the authorised strength
of 42. While we have committed to purchase 12 squadrons of the
Light Combat Aircraft (LCA) Tejas, we need fourthgenerationplus aircraft. China has nearly 900 modern combat aircraft in an
inventory of over 1700”. The IAF’s edge over the PAF is at an alltime low of 1.5:1. China’s defence budget being over three times
that of India, she will continue to be ahead. Acquisition plans of
the IAF have been adversely affected by inadequate allocation
of funds, tardy decision-making, political slugfest forcing caution and delayed Tejas project. At the current pace, it may take
over 20 years to reach the authorised level of 42 squadrons.
Under the prevailing circumstances, a two-pronged approach is
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required namely to drive ‘Make in India’ hard and accelerate
purchase of already selected platforms. Amid the row over the
recent Rafale deal, the good news is that the Centre is all set to
clear purchase of 114 new fighter jets worth over $20 billion.
FIGHTER ASSETS OF THE IAF
The fourth largest Air Force in the world, today the IAF has less
than 600 combat aircraft consisting of 12 squadrons of Su-30
MKI, three squadrons each of upgraded MiG-29, and Mirage
2000-5 Mk2, five squadrons of Jaguar, three squadrons of MiG-27
and five squadrons of MiG-21 Bison that will serve till 2024. The
first squadron of Tejas Mk I formed on July 1, 2016, now has nine
aircraft. Full squadron strength will be available by mid 2019.
PROJECTS UNDERWAY
The IAF has ordered 20 LCA Tejas Mk I with Initial Operational
Clearance, 20 LCA Tejas Mk I with Final Operational Clearance
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and 83 Mk IA equipped with AESA radar and an electro-optic
EW Sensor suite. It will be of lower weight and with easier service maintainability thus reducing downtime of the aircraft. It
will also have a mid-air refueling probe. All LCA ASQRs will be
met only by the larger Tejas Mk II with more powerful GE F414
engine. The first flight of Mk II is unlikely to be earlier than
2025. The Mk II will be a new aircraft and will require extensive
flight testing. Induction into service could be around 2030. HAL
and DRDO have started designing a fifth-generation, stealth,
multi-role Advanced Medium Combat Aircraft (AMCA). This is
likely to be a 20 tonne-class to replace the Jaguar and Mirage
2000. The IAF requires around 250 AMCAs.
ACQUISITIONS IN THE PIPELINE
36 Rafale jets contracted through Government-to-Government
(G2G) deal, will arrive between 2019-22. The IAF will require
around 500 new aircraft by 2035 to compensate the phasing
out and to make good the existing shortfalls. The IAF was keen
to quickly acquire single-engine, relatively cheaper fighters and
make good the numbers, but that would have meant restricting
the competition to F-16 and Gripen. The Government decided
to open the competition to twin-engine aircraft also. RFI was
issued in April 2018 to the six contenders who participated
in the MMRCA tender namely Lockheed Martin’s F-16 Block
70 and Boeing’s Advanced Super Hornet F/A-18E/F, Dassault
Rafale, Swedish Saab Gripen JAS-39E/F, Russian MiG-35 and
European Eurofighter. A new participant is the Sukhoi Su-35.
Response from vendors were received in July 2018.

and the S-92 helicopter. TASL will soon make F-16 wings.
Interestingly, PAF has around 100 older F-16 Block 52s, first
inducted in 1982.
SAAB GRIPEN JAS 39 E/F NG
The JAS 39 Gripen first flew in December 1988. The 250 Gripen
built are flying in Sweden, Czech Republic, Hungary, Brazil, South Africa and Thailand. The aircraft has been sourced
roughly 67 per cent from Swedish or European suppliers and
33 per cent from the US. One advantage is that all operators
have access to Gripen’s source code and technical documentation, allowing for upgrades and new equipment to be independently integrated. The Next Generation version on offer to India
can be with more powerful EJ 200 power-plant, new avionics
and AESA radar. SAAB has proposed significant transfer of
technology and to make India ‘an independent manufacturer’ of
the Gripen. With backing of the Swedish government, SAAB has
tied with the Adani group as their production partner in India.

Photograph: Saab

DASSAULT RAFALE
After a gruelling selection process in MMRCA-1, the omni-role
Rafale came out a winner. It has been operationally tested in
Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya and Mali. The Rafale is universally
acknowledged as a good aircraft. Due to some insurmountable
problems, the tender for 126 MMRCA was cancelled. Instead,
the NDA government settled for 36 Rafale jets off-the-shelf
through a G2G deal. In view of the depleting numbers, one
school of thought is to order additional Rafale jets. Depending
on the numbers, they could be either manufactured in India or
purchased off-the-shelf.
LOCKHEED MARTIN F-16 BLOCK 70/72
The F-16 is a single-engine, air-superiority, multi-role fighter
which first flew in 1974 and has since been operated by 26
countries. It has been upgraded a number of times. The Block
70 which is being offered to India, is the latest variant. Lockheed Martin is prepared to relocate the F-16 production line to
India making India the global supply chain hub. With 2242 F-16
still flying in 26 countries, it will be a very significant move. The
F-16 Block 70, which entered service in 2014, is built to exploit
the aircraft’s long combat experience
and introduce new front-end technologies including Northrop Grumman’s
advanced APG-83 AESA radar and
enhanced battle-space awareness avionics. On offer are also several weapons
including latest versions of the AIM-120
AMRAAM. The structural life of the aircraft has been extended to see it flying
till 2040. Lockheed Martin has a joint
venture company with Tata Advanced
Systems Limited (TASL) which has
proven expertise through manufacture
of airframe components for the C-130J

mikoyan mig-35 - a twin engine fighter

BOEING F/A-18E/F SUPER HORNET
The Boeing F/A18E/F Super Hornet is a twin-engine multirole
fighter. The aircraft evolved from YF-17 which had lost the competition to F-16 in mid 1970s. The F-18 first flew in 1978 as
Hornet and is operated by the US Marines, the US Navy, Royal
Australian and Spanish Air Forces. The Super Hornet has a new
larger airframe and has seen extensive avionics upgrades and
has taken part in the Gulf and Middle East wars. The variant
being offered to India, with Make-inIndia provision, will be Advanced Super
Hornet with a new AESA radar. Boeing
and Tata Industries have a joint-venture company at Hyderabad for Apache
fuselage and other aero-structures. The
new entity would supply components
for Boeing military aircraft world-wide,
including for the Super Hornet. This is
the first time the Super Hornet is being
offered for production in a foreign country. The Indian Navy is looking for 57
twin-engine shipboard fighter jets for
which F/A-18 and Rafale are the con-

HAL and DRDO have
started designing
a fifth-generation,
stealth, multi-role
Advanced Medium
Combat Aircraft
(AMCA) for the IAF
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tenders, even though experts are questioning such requirement
because neither aircraft can land on existing Indian carriers.
EUROFIGHTER TYPHOON
The Eurofighter Typhoon is a twin-engine, canard-delta wing,
multirole fighter manufactured by a consortium of Airbus, BAE
Systems, and Leonardo formed in 1986. It entered operational
service in 2003 and around 600 have been built till date and
is flown be 10 Air Forces. It is an agile-fighter that has seen
operations in Libya. Eurofighter was short-listed after technical
evaluation during MMRCA competition along with the Rafale;
but lost out on commercial bid.
MIKOYAN MIG-35
The MiG-35 is a Russian multi-role fighter which is essentially
a further development of the MiG-29-M2. First presented internationally during Aero India 2007, It has improved avionics and
weapon systems, a new AESA radar and precision-guided tar-

Lockheed Martin F-16 Block 70, single engine programme

Photograph: Lockheed Martin

geting capability. With IAF having already upgraded the MiG29s, it has already partially imbibed the new technologies.
RUSSIAN SUKHOI-35
The Su-35 is an improved derivative of the Su-27 air-defence
fighter. It is a single-seat, twin-engine, super-manoeuvrable aircraft. The first variant known as the Su-27M, made its maiden
flight in 1988. Sukhoi re-designated the aircraft as Su-35 to
attract export orders. It has seen improvements ever since with
redesigned cockpit and weapons-control system. A sole Su-35UB two-seat
trainer was also built in the late 1990s
that resembled the Su-30MK family. In
2009, the Russian Air Force became
the launch customer of the aircraft. The
Chinese People’s Liberation Army Air
Force and Indonesian Air Force have
ordered the aircraft in small numbers.
OPTIONS FOR INDIA
Bulk of the capital budget of the IAF is
already committed to past liabilities. The
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114 aircraft are likely to cost $20 billion. With a backlog of modernisation and to rebuild 42 squadrons, government would have
to allot additional funds. Any deal for the new fighter would have
to have in-built in the contract maximum technology transfer and
support for India’s LCA, AMCA, AESA radar and aircraft engine
programmes. The Saab Gripen JAS-39 is the more recent aircraft
with fairly modern technologies. Sweden being a smaller political
player for India, it will be easier to get a good deal from Saab. They
are willing to share the source-code. However, only 250 Gripens
are flying world over giving little business leverage for exports.
Also, the original Saab plant will not be shut down. Nearly 30 per
cent aircraft systems are sourced from USA, which can have complications later. Sweden can also be of little help to India internationally for NSG approval or seat in the Security Council. The two
American aircraft bring with them the US international muscle
power. F/A-18 is a twin-engine aircraft and therefore costlier. Its
airframe has recently been redesigned. Boeing has significant
presence in the country. The F-16 is a single-engine aircraft and
has the largest fleet in the world, many of which will be flying well
past 2035. India can get huge business worldwide for maintenance and overhaul. Lockheed has made a follow-on offer of F-35
at a later stage. Since the IAF genuinely requires a single-engine
aircraft, the F-16 will have an advantage. The MiG-35, though
a contender in the MMRCA, with the MiG-29 upgrade, the technologies have already been imbibed. So the MiG-35 is unlikely
to be a contender. The Su-35 also has lot in common with the
upgraded Su-30 MKI, of which the IAF has significant numbers,
as such may not be a contender. Earlier, the Eurofighter had lost
out to Rafale on the commercial bid, therefore, Rafale will have
an advantage over it. The Rafale also has the advantage of a naval
variant thus advantage of numbers. All these aircraft have been
extensively evaluated during MMRCA selection, as such, only the
newer sub-systems require a look. A G2G approach would be the
best for the selected fighter, for both cost and time savings. Among
the twin-engine, it is best to buy more Rafale jets because significant expenditure has already been incurred on two-airbase
infrastructure and weapons. In addition, a cheaper single-engine
fighter between Gripen and F-16 be chosen. A very early decision
is operationally most critical.
NEED TO HASTEN
Hope we do not tie ourselves in knots again. Past experience
shows that RFP, which needs to be evolved between the various
departments of the IAF and also with DRDO and HAL among
others, may take nearly two years to issue. This figure needs
to be reduced to six months. In a hurry to get aircraft, the IAF
would prefer incremental testing of only the new systems on
offer and quickly clear the aircraft that meet the technical
parameters. The DPP allows for the trial process to be skipped
where they have been carried out before. Ideally this exercise
must finish in a year. If the final intent is to go through G2G,
then maybe the IAF should just use the
RFP responses and do no testing. One
approach could be to ask only for single
technical-commercial bid and not two
separate ones. Thereafter, there could
be a G2G deal to significantly save time.
The IAF must work for wrapping up the
contract in two to three years. Winner
of this contract will build a factory that
will not only produce jets for the IAF,
but hopefully making it a manufacturing base for exports. So a lot is at stake.
Hope India succeeds this time. SP

The Indian Navy is
looking for 57 twinengine shipboard
fighter jets for which
F/A-18 and Rafale are
the contenders
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one of the strong contenders: Airbus A330 MRTT, seen here, refuelling a f-16 aircraft

Key Programmes
A Status Update
It is not only the fighter fleet, but also the other fleets in the Indian Air Force (IAF) that need
attention of the policy makers and the leadership of the IAF

Photograph: Airbus Defence & Space

By Rohit Srivastava
The IAF is struggling with its procurement plans. In
the wake of the deal for 36 Rafale jets, the latest to be signed,
the NDA government is facing rough times amid charges of corruption and crony capitalism. While the indigenous light combat aircraft (LCA) Tejas, is struggling to get Final Operational
Clearance (FOC) and is inching towards it, the strength of the
fleet of fighter aircraft in the IAF has shrunk to 31 squadrons.
Facing a barrage of questions on the Rafale and Tejas, Air
Chief Marshal B.S. Dhanoa, Chief of the Air Staff (CAS), in his
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annual press conference, said that with the induction of 36
Rafale jets and LCA Mk1A, the IAF would be able to arrest the
depleting strength of the combat fleet. India is expecting the
Rafale delivery to begin in the later part of 2019 and ending up
by April 2022. The CAS said that the IAF has a plan for induction of 231 LCA Tejas which will include four squadrons of LCA
Tejas Mk1A and six squadrons of LCA MkII. The LCA Tejas is
being manufactured by Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL).
The IAF is expecting delivery of the Mk1A to begin around
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Photograph: Russian Helicopters

integral to light helicopter fleet: Russian helicopters Ka-226T

year for 114 aircraft to which response has been received from
2021/22. The development of the LCA MkII is in progress.
One of the major causes of the depleting strength, apart from seven vendors, six of whom particip[ated in the MMRCA tender.
the inability to induct new fighter aircraft from foreign sources, The RFP is expected to be issued in the near future.
The IAF is expected to do limited trials since most of the
is the delay in delivery by the Hindustan Aeonautics Limited
(HAL). “There has been a delay in delivery against contracts contender aircraft are the ones which participated in the
already awarded to HAL. There is a three-year delay in delivery MMRCA tender. This may expedite selection and early proof Sukhoi Su-30 MKI, six years delay in Jaguar upgrade, five- curement. However, one cannot be sure that things will go as
year delay in production of LCA and a two-year delay in the per plan as the tendering process has just begun. Even in the
best case scenario, one cannot expect the first aircraft to fly in
upgrade of Mirage 2000,” the CAS said.
The IAF has been making efforts to replace its vintage Rus- before 2024.
The IAF is losing its fleet strength rapidly, but it has not
sian MiGs. The process began in August 2007 when the IAF
been able to acquire replacement airissued an RFP for 126 medium multicraft, except for the Russian Su-30
role combat aircraft (MMRCA) which
MKI which has been joining its fleet
drew enthusiastic participation from
regularly. Had it not been for the Su-30
some of the world’s leading manufacOne of the major
MKI, the IAF would have lost its fleet
turers of combat aircraft and was called
strength as well as superior strike
‘mother of all deals’. After Rafale was
causes of the
capability vis-à-vis its adversaries. In
declared as the preferred platform, the
depleting strength,
the last two decades, instead of acquirtender for 126 MMRCA fell through as
ing new combat aircraft, thanks to the
Dassault Aviation did not agree with the
apart from the
cumbersome acquisition process and
offered terms.
inability to induct
budgetary shortages, the IAF has been
In 2016, the IAF initiated a process
new fighter aircraft
forced to upgrade its legacy aircraft
to acquire around 100 single-engine
including the Jaguar fleet.
combat aircraft which saw response
from foreign sources,
The situation is not grim only for
from Swedish Saab offering the Gripen E
is the delay in
the fighter fleet, but is the same for the
and American Lockheed Martin offering
transportation wing – both in respect of
F-16 block 70. This was again shelved
delivery by HAL
fixed and rotary wing aircraft.
and a fresh RFI was floated early this
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Light Helicopter Fleet
The ageing fleets of Chetak and Cheetah helicopters were to be
replaced by 197 light helicopters purchased from international
vendors. Of these, 64 were to come to the IAF. The RFP was
first floated in 2008 and again in 2009. Eurocopter AS 550 C3
Fennec and Russian Kamov Ka-226 were the final contenders.
However, the tender was cancelled and replaced by a government-to-government deal with Russia signed at the end of 2015
for 200 Ka-226T helicopters to be manufactured in India by
HAL. The Shareholders Agreement for the establishment of a
Joint Venture to manufacture the Ka-226T helicopters in India
was also signed in 2016. The project will be executed through a
joint venture (JV) between HAL and Russian Helicopters. The JV
agreement is expected to be signed sometime this year. Out of
200 helicopters, the first 40 will come from Russia, the second
lot of 60 will be assembled in India and the remaining 100 will
be manufactured in India.
Early in 2017, Prime Minister Narendra Modi laid the foundation stone for a new helicopter manufacturing facility for HAL
in Tumakaru, located 70 km North-West of Bengaluru in Karnataka as a step in HAL’s expansion of its helicopter production
capability. The final hurdle of giving the order is expected to be
signed during the upcoming visit of Russian President Vladimir
Putin to India to hold summit talks with Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi.
Replacement for the Avro
While talking about the Avro replacement, the CAS said that the IAF is
expected to sign the contract by the end
of this financial year. It has been seven
years since the IAF started looking for an
aircraft to replace its fleet of 56 vintage
medium-lift, turboprop transport aircraft
procured initially from the United Kingdom and then built under license in India.
In 2012, the Ministry of Defence (MoD)
accorded Acceptance of Necessity (AoN)
to the replacement programme through
‘Buy & Make’ route.
Out of the 56 new aircraft to be
acquired, 16 will be received in flyaway condition and 40 will be
assembled in India by an Indian Production Agency (IPA) from
the private sector. The Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM)
is to select the IPA. In 2013, RFP for the project was issued to
eight foreign OEMs. In response to the RFP, only Airbus, in association with the Tata Group, submitted a techno-commercial bid
offering its C295 medium-lift transport aircraft and an Independent Committee was constituted to look into various issues
related to the single vendor situation.
The project was nearly shelved when the defence public sector opposed the project being given to the private sector. It was
revived by the NDA Government in 2014 and in 2015, the MoD
cleared the `12,000 crore project. After exhaustive user trials
carried during the next two years, the contract negotiation committee began interaction with the OEM in 2017.

Pegasus are the main contenders for the requirement. In January this year, the IAF restarted its project for purchase of six
mid-air refuelling aircraft. After two similar attempts, the third
RFI was released for the $2 billion deal.
Jaguar Upgrade
Coming to the delay in the upgrade programme of the AngloFrench fleet of the Sepecat Jaguar deep penetration strike
aircraft, this is one of its primary strike aircraft in the combat
fleet. Out of the fleet of 140 aircraft acquired initially, currently
around 125 remain in service. Inducted into the IAF some four
decades back, it has undergone multiple upgrades in its avionics and weapons, keeping it relevant in its role. However, the
most important component of the aircraft, its engine, is yet to
undergo upgradation.
The Jaguar fleet has completed more than 30 years of service with the IAF. It has no specified airframe calendar life and
is only based on Fatigue Index. Based on the individual aircraft
operational exploitation, it is believed that it has an approximate
residual airframe life of 15 to 20 years. Modernisation will add
another 20 years to the operational life of the aircraft. The decision to replace the engines must be made immediately. Any further delay in purchasing the engines will be detrimental to the
operational capability of the IAF.
Fifth-Generation Fighter
Aircraft (FGFA)
At a time when the world is moving
towards fifth-generation fighter aircraft, India is still primarily focused on
aircraft of 4++ generation. However,
the IAF did move towards it through an
Indo-Russian collaboration to develop
such a platform for which an agreement was signed during the visit of Russian President Vladimir Putin in 2007.
It was estimated that the project would
need an investment of around $6 billion
with equal work share. The project was
likely to take 10 years.
In December 2010, HAL and Russian companies Rosoboronexport and Sukhoi, signed a Memorandum of Understanding for the preliminary design work for
the aircraft. India was required to invest $295 million in the
programme. The preliminary design work phase was ready by
2013. Things have not moved beyond this. In December 2014,
it was for the first time that the IAF apprised the MoD about
the inadequacies in the proposed FGFA on account of which it
did not consider the platform suitable for induction. India has
pulled out of the project.
In the meanwhile, Aeronautical Development Agency (ADA)
has started work on the development of Advanced Medium
Combat Aircraft (AMCA) which will be manufactured by HAL.
The expected timeline for the stealth aircraft will be beyond
2030. This aircraft is expected to replace the Su-30 fighters.

“IAF should sign the
contract for Avro
replacement by the
end of this financial
year.”
—Air Chief Marshal
BS Dhanoa

Flight Refuelling Aircraft (FRA)
The IAF is awaiting additional air-to-air refuelling aircraft. At
present, six Russian IL-78 inducted in 2003-04 fulfils the IAFs
mid-air refuelling requirements. The first attempt to acquire
another six tanker aircraft was made in 2006. The last two
attempts failed due to certain reservations related to the cost of
the aircraft. The Airbus A330 MRTT, IL-78 and Boeing KC-46A
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AWACS Aircraft
IAF is also waiting for six Airborne Warning & Control System
(AWACS) aircraft based on the Airbus A330 aircraft. The six aircraft will be divided into batches of two and four. The platform
will carry indigenously developed 360-degree coverage active
electronically scanned array (AESA) radar. The IAF has projected a
requirement for this platform to double as an aerial tanker as well.
The whole programme is expected to cost around $2.5 billion. SP
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defence offsets
illustration: ANOOP KAMATH

India has tremendous growth potential in the aerospace and defence
industry. Offsets can be a medium to harness this potential, but only if
they are Reformed, Rethought and Reset.
By Pratyush Kumar
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• Help create a skilled workforce, the
For any country with which Boelifeblood of advanced manufacturing,
ing does business, we are commitIn reality, offsets
in India by allowing skill development
ted to working with our customers to
in India are
for discharging offset obligations.
support industrial engagement pro•
Allow uncapped participation by
grams. We work closely with them to
prescriptive,
OEMs’ Tier-1 suppliers to enable
develop programs that are tailored to
have an narrow
India to become a global center of
their unique short and long-term needs,
excellence in areas such as avionics,
goals and objectives and that support
vision and carry
jet engines, radars, etc.
the creation of long-term, meaningful
an administrative
• Allow group and subsidiary compapartnerships. Over the past 35 years,
burden of onerous
nies of the OEMs to participate in
we’ve successfully created industrial
offset activities as often Intellectual
engagement programs totaling close to
volumes of
Properties sit in group companies
$50 billion in nearly 40 countries.
documentation and
and subsidiaries of OEMs.
On the surface, offsets seem like a
• Allow a practical definition of the
beneficial way to strategically grow the
long bureaucratic
India value addition to grow sourcnational aerospace and defence ecosysapprovals
ing of sophisticated components
tem while serving as a catalyst for global
such aircraft engine parts for which
supply-chain competitiveness. In India
raw materials are not yet available
they’re viewed as an initiative to deliver
in India.
significant economic benefit by providing skilled jobs, growing investments, enabling the transfer of • Modify the penalty clause to be more in line with global
advanced technologies into India, and most of all contributing
standards, evaluated at program completion and liqto economic growth across the country. However, global Original
uidation; allowing OEM’s to better assess and manage
Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) are finding it difficult to fulfill
risk while removing the uncertainty from offset impletheir offset obligations due to the way they’re currently adminismentation.
tered. In reality, offsets in India are prescriptive, have an narrow
The second step is to Rethink how the offset policy can be
vision and carry an administrative burden of onerous volumes aligned with a larger vision of growth in India. For instance,
of documentation and long bureaucratic approvals.
the government could incentivize FDI in the aerospace and
These challenges have resulted in the dissatisfaction of defence sectors by providing a balance offset multiplier. Low
stakeholders involved. The government is not seeing the scale multipliers will provide very little incentive to global OEMs to
of foreign direct investment (FDI) they had envisioned, suppli- make investments for offsets, whereas very high multipliers
ers are not happy because they haven’t experienced what the would not create the desired economic impact. Offsets should
offset policy initially promised, and OEMs are wary, and find also be allowed for future products that are built as a result
it difficult to discharge offsets, which result in huge financial of this investment. Providing offsets for only the investments
liability on their books.
made can result in the development of orphan projects. This
Globally, Boeing recognises that the most beneficial offset Rethink step should be holistic which encourages OEMs to crepolicies have common characteristics such as:
ate a complete ecosystem for development of aerospace and
• Incentivize and award credit based on long-term economic defence industry in areas such as R&D, engineering, manufacgains and value models
turing and follow on support.
• Align to country strategy vision (non-transactional) and priThe third step, Reset, is focused on evolving offsets so
oritise innovation
they can advance beyond a tactical administrative exercise of
• Define processes with predictable schedules for credit paperwork and approvals into a strategic initiative focused on
award
meeting future objectives of the Indian government and indus• Empower the offset authority to
try. The government could set a vision
negotiate, as demands dictate
of what is needed in India, and the
• Have non-punitive penalties
global OEMs could then partner with
To truly unleash the potential of
the government and local industry to
Rethink step
offsets in India, a new approach is
deliver on this vision by creating caparequired, we call it Reform, Rethink and
bilities and opportunities within the
should be holistic
Reset offsets.
country. This could result in a mutually
which encourages
The first step requires Reform to
beneficial outcome for all stakeholdOEMs to create a
the policy that’s already in place. The
ers – including the Indian government,
recommendations are:
Indian industry and global OEMs.
complete ecosystem
• Create capacity to efficiently manIndia has tremendous growth
for development
age and monitor defence offsets;
potential in the aerospace and defence
align to Digital India and allow for
industry. Offsets can be a medium to
of aerospace and
digital submissions
harness this potential, but only if they
defence industry
• Extend the period of performance to
are Reformed, Rethought and Reset. SP
in areas such as
grow complex, high-technology projects that require significantly longer
The writer is President of Boeing
R&D, engineering,
time to execute v/s only encouragIndia and Vice President of Boeing
manufacturing and
ing ‘low-complexity, low value’ work
International, and he also serves
which can be completed during a
as Managing Director of Boeing
follow on support.
typical contract period of 5-7 years
Defence India.
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Rolls-Royce in India:
Partnering for future
success

Photographs: rolls-royce

By Kishore Jayaraman

India is in the process of replacing 50 percent of its tions ranging from the provision of 24 x 7 technical advices,
ageing defence equipment. It is expected to spend $100-150 through supplying spares and material, right up to Missionbillion on defence modernisation programmes by 2022. This CareTM which provides a complete support solution to the
presents a huge opportunity for MNCs and SMEs to leverage customer and have been proven to maximise the number of
engines available to fly while also significantly reducing the cost
the fast-growing aerospace and defence sector in the country.
As a leading industrial technology company, Rolls-Royce of support.
Our field service representatives (FSRs) work in close suppioneers’ cutting-edge technologies that deliver the cleanest,
safest and most competitive solutions to meet our planet’s vital port with Armed Forces personnel to maximise the availability
power needs. Around the world, around the clock, our Defence of engines on wings and provide on-ground technical advice
business provides the power and support our customers need directly to our customers, thereby drastically reducing maintenance and overhaul times.
to fulfill their missions.
Over the years, we have
With Indian Air Force
played a vital role in the
undergoing its modernisadevelopment and transtion programmes, Rollsformation of India’s indigRoyce is committed to proenous aerospace industry.
viding it with the best value,
and highest quality products
possible. We will continue to
Partnering for future
support today’s fleets and
successes
strive to further increase
As
India
progresses
their capability.
towards a developed econWe are also keen to play
omy, it is embracing techa role in India’s indigenisanology at an increasing
tion ambitions. Today, we
pace across all spheres of
are already nurturing skills,
industry, society and nation
developing local supplier base
building. Specifically in the
and building capabilities, and
defence sector, the country’s
going forward, we are ready
aspiration to evolve from a
to eventually embrace opporregional power to a global
tunities to co-develop and copower has led to creation
manufacture for the growing
of well-defined initiatives
aerospace and defence sector
focused on indigenisation &
with the right Indian strategic
self-reliance. Currently, the
An ongoing partnership
partners.
country is at the right juncWe are committed to
ture to build a vibrant local
working more closely with our stakeholders to enable them to defence industry ecosystem that could support both domestic
benefit from our innovative products and technologies.
and export demand.
The vision for the future will be not just technology transfers
and manufacturing but on creating a broader ecosystem that
A longstanding partnership
We have been associated with the Indian Armed Forces for over includes co-design, co-development, co-manufacturing, supply
85 years now. Our engines power various types of aircraft for chain and support. This entails capability creation and skilling
defence forces - from combat and strike aircraft (the Jaguar, rather than just technology transfer and it is something that
powered by the Adour Mk811) to trainers (Hawk Advanced Rolls-Royce considers one of its core strengths.
Our global experience and best practises that stem from
Jet Trainer, powered by Adour Mk871) to strategic airlift aircraft (C-130J Hercules, powered by AE 2100) and even VVIP supporting 160 armed forces in over 100 countries gives us a
and Surveillance aircraft (ERJ145, powered by AE 3007). With unique opportunity to partner with India. SP
about 750 engines across ten engine types in service with the
Indian Armed Forces, we provide a wide range of support solu- The writer is President, Rolls-Royce, India and South Asia.
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Marshal of the Air Force
Arjan Singh, DFC
(1919-2017)
Arjan Singh was a man of few words who never tried to throw his
weight around, but won the loyalty of his personnel by his manifest
professional excellence
When Marshal of the Air Force Arjan Singh passed
away on September 16, 2017, he was less than two years short
of hundred. It was a rare ‘miss’ for one who had successfully
achieved a plethora of milestones. During his illustrious career
he played a major role in shaping the Indian Air Force (IAF),
setting it firmly on the path of transformation from a fledgling
force into the fourth largest in the world. He reached the pinnacle of professional endeavour when in 2002, he became the
only IAF officer to be promoted to Marshal of the Air Force, a
five-star rank equivalent to a Field Marshal in the Army.
Arjan Singh’s parents could scarcely have foreseen the glory
that awaited their son when he was born on April 15, 1919, in
Lyallpur, Punjab (now Faisalabad, Pakistan). The family had a
long tradition of service in the ranks of the Army. Arjan Singh
was a national level swimmer. In 1938, when he was in college, he was selected for the Empire Pilot Training Course at
the Royal Air Force College, Cranwell, England. He topped the
course among the Indian cadets and was commissioned as a
Pilot Officer in December 1939. His first posting was to No 1
Squadron (Tigers), Ambala. The squadron operated Westland
Wapiti biplanes in the restive North-West Frontier Province.
In September 1943, he was promoted to Squadron Leader and
appointed Commanding Officer of the same squadron that by
then, had converted to Hawker Hurricane fighter aircraft.
Arjan Singh’s leadership proved crucial as the Tigers went
into action during the Burma Campaign. The Tigers reached
Imphal in February 1944 and commenced operational flying
immediately, with offensive, tactical and photographic reconnaissance missions that provided crucial intelligence on Japanese troop movements. In recognition of his meritorious service, Arjan Singh was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross
(DFC) in June 1944. In the words of the citation, ‘The success
of No 1 Squadron IAF reflects the greatest credit on him.’
India’s Independence was in the air and on August 15,
1947, Arjan Singh led a ceremonial flypast consisting of over
a hundred IAF aircraft over the Red Fort in Delhi. The same
day he assumed command of Air Force Station, Ambala, in
the rank of Group Captain. In 1949, Air Commodore Arjan
Singh became the Air Officer Commanding of the Operational
Command (later Western Air Command). He headed the same
Command, this time as Air Vice Marshal, from 1957 onwards.
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He was just 44 years old when he became only the third Indian
to be appointed Chief of the Air Staff in the rank of Air Marshal
on August 1, 1964. A year later, it was time to go to war.
On September 1, 1965, the Pakistani forces launched Operation Grand Slam, in which an armoured column targeted the
vital town of Akhnur. The IAF was rather ill-prepared, having
mainly Hawker Hunters, Folland Gnats and de Havilland Vampires against the Pakistan Air Force’s (PAF) US-supplied F-86F
Sabres and F-104 Starfighters. However, when Arjan Singh
was summoned by Defence Minister Yashwantrao Chavan
and asked when the IAF could provide air support, his reply
was, “In an hour.” Despite losses, the IAF was able to gain
a favourable air situation over the PAF and blunt the Pakistani armoured thrust. Thus the Indian Army and IAF together
thwarted General Ayub Khan’s nefarious plan to capture Kashmir. In recognition of his stellar leadership, Arjan Singh was
awarded the Padma Vibhushan and in 1966, he became the
first IAF officer to be promoted to Air Chief Marshal.
In 1970, when he was 50, Arjan Singh retired from the
IAF. He had flown over 60 different types of aircraft, ranging
from light piston-engine biplanes to the supersonic MiG-21
jet, practically till his last day in service. The following year he
was accredited as India’s Ambassador to Switzerland. Next he
served as the Indian High Commissioner to Kenya, totalling six
years in diplomatic assignments. He also functioned as Lieutenant Governor of Delhi from December 1989 to December 1990.
Arjan Singh’s niece, the actor Mandira Bedi, described him
as a great conversationalist, one who lived a full life and defied
age. The ultimate recognition came when he was appointed
Marshal of the Air Force on Republic Day 2002. In 2004, he
sold his farm near Delhi and used the proceeds for a trust
devoted to the welfare of retired IAF personnel. In another
mark of respect, on April 14, 2016, a day prior to his 97th
birthday, it was announced that the IAF base at Panagarh
in West Bengal would henceforth be called Air Force Station
Arjan Singh. By all accounts, Arjan Singh was a man of few
words, who never tried to throw his weight around, but won
the loyalty of his personnel by his manifest professional excellence and integrity. SP
— Joseph Noronha
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high end business jetS: Gulfstream G650ER Executive Jet of Qatar Airways on the opening day of ebace 2018

Business Model
Waiting to be Exploited
A business model adopted by Qatar Airways would possibly be a convenient solution of the
problems faced by Air Charter companies in India

Photograph: Qatar Airways

By Air Marshal B.K. Pandey (Retd)
For travel by air in India, whether for business or
leisure, one has the option to fly on board a commercial airliner
or hire a business aircraft from an Air Charter Company. The
hired aircraft could be a business jet, turboprop aircraft or even
a rotary wing platform. In all, currently there are 54 Air Charter
Companies operating in India. These companies are hiring out
a variety of fixed and rotary wing platforms. In the fixed wing
regime, at present, there are more than 250 business jets of
which around 130 aircraft are owned by the leading business
houses and do not operate under the control of Air Charter Companies. The remaining 120 or so are available for chartering by
the public. There is a also a possibility for large groups to hire
a twin turboprop airliner such as the ATR 72 or the Q400, or
for that matter, even a regional jet. However, while there are Air
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Charter Companies abroad that provide such a facility for group
travel, this is not available in India as Air Charter Companies
here have not been making any attempt to foray in this domain.
Business Aviation in India
Although the Indian civil aviation industry recovered from the
debilitating economic downturn of 2009-10, growth in the business aviation segment has been very slow as there are a number of factors that serve as impediments to its growth. Apart
from challenges related to infrastructure, ground handling and
somewhat crippling regulatory provisions, the business aviation
segment of the industry is afflicted with high cost of maintenance

Continued on page 32...
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Special

appointments
The following appointments have been made in the Indian Air Force effective October 1, 2018:
Air Marshal Anil Khosla PVSM AVSM VM as Vice Chief of the Air Staff
Air Marshal Anil Khosla was commissioned in Indian Air Force in Dec 79. He has been Directing Staff at prestigious institutions like Tactics and Combat Development Establishment (TACDE) and Flying Instructor School
(FIS). He has commanded a Jaguar squadron with maritime role and two frontline bases of the IAF at Jaisalmer
& Ambala. As an Air Marshal he has held appointment of Senior Air Staff Officer, Central Air Command, Director General Air (Operations) at Air HQ (Vayu Bhawan) and Director General (Inspection & Safety) at Air HQ (RK
Puram). His last appointment was AOC-in-C EAC.
Air Marshal Raghunath Nambiar AVSM VM & Bar as Air Officer Commanding-In-Chief
Eastern Air Command
Air Marshal Raghunath Nambiar and was commissioned in the IAF as Fighter Pilot in June 1981. He is an Experimental Test Pilot and has flown 42 types of aircraft as Pilot in Command. He flew the Mirage-2000 in combat
during the Kargil conflict and has flown 25 operational missions. The Air Officer has also held the appointments
of Air Officer Commanding Air Force Station Jamnagar, Commandant ASTE, Air Defence Commander Western
Air Commander, Senior Air Staff Officer (SASO) of Southern Air Command, Training Command and EAC. Before
taking over as the AOC-in-C of EAC, he was the Deputy Chief of the Air Staff.
Air Marshal Harjit Singh Arora AVSM as Air Officer Commanding-In-Chief South Western
Air Command
Air Marshal Harjit Singh Arora was commissioned in the Indian Air Force as a fighter pilot in Dec 1981. He
commanded a MiG-21 Bis Sqn in the South Western sector and later was Commander of Air Defence Direction
Centre in the same sector. He went on to command a premier MiG-29 Base on the western border and as an Air
Vice Marshal he was Air Defence Commander at Headquarters of Western Air Command as well as Eastern Air
Command. As an Air Marshal he has held the appointments of Director General (Inspection and Safety) and was
Director General Air (Operations) at Air HQ before taking over as the AOC-in-C.
Air Marshal V.R. Chaudhari AVSM VM as Deputy Chief of the Air Staff
Air Marshal V.R. Chaudhari was commissioned into Fighter Stream of the IAF on December 29, 1982. He is a Cat
A Qualified Flying Instructor and has commanded a forward base before taking over as Air I at HQ CAC IAF. He
served as the AA to the CAS and later commanded Air Force Station Pune. On promotion to AVM, he tenanted the
appointment of Deputy Commandant Air Force Academy and as ACAS Ops (Air Defence). Before taking over as
Deputy Chief of the Air Staff he was the Assistant Chief of Air Staff (Personnel Officers).

Air Marshal Amit Dev VSM as Director General Air (Ops) at Air HQ
Air Marshal Amit Dev, was commissioned in the Indian Air Force, in the fighter stream of Flying Branch, on 29
Dec 1982. He has flown various types of fighter and trainer aircraft in the inventory of IAF and has approximately
2500 hours of flying experience. He has served as Joint Director Tactical Operations, Director Air Staff Inspection,
Principal Director Air Staff Inspection and Assistant Chief of Air Staff (Inspection), at Air HQ. The Air Officer was
Air-I of Central Air Command and Chief Staff Officer (Air Vector) at Strategic Forces Command.
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Show Calendar
10–11 October
Military Flight Training 2018
Copthorne Tara Hotel, London, UK
www.militaryflight-training.com
16–18 October
NBAA’S BUSINESS AVIATION CONVENTION &
EXHIBITION (NBAA-BACE)
Orange County Convention Centre, Orlando, FL, USA
www.nbaa.org/events/bace/2018
16–18 October
MRO Europe
RAI Amsterdam, Netherlands
https://mroeurope.aviationweek.com/eu18/Public/Enter.aspx
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24–25 October
Airborne ISR
Copthorne Tara Hotel, London, UK
www.airborne-isr.net
6–11 November
Zhuhai Airshow
Zhuhai Airshow Center,
Zhuhai, China
www.airshow.com.cn/Category_1218/Index.aspx
10–12 December
MEBAA Show
DWC, Airshow Site, Dubai
www.mebaa.aero
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F-35 aircraft at the lowest per aircraft price in programme history
F-35 LRIP 11 FACT SHEET

T

erful force multiplier that enhances
he US Department of
all airborne, surface and groundDefense and Lockheed
TOTAL AIRCRAFT
UNIT COST
In LRIP 11, the unit price of each of the three F-35
based assets in the battlespace.
Martin have finalized an
variants was reduced from the previous contract
“This agreement marks a
$11.5 billion contract for the proas follows:
significant step forward for the
duction and delivery of 141 F-35
F-35A
F-35B
F-35C
F-35 programme as we continue
aircraft at the lowest per aircraft
to increase production, reduce
price in programme history.
costs and deliver transformaFor the eleventh consecutive
QUANTITIES BY VARIANT
$89.2M $115.5M $107.7M
tional capabilities to our men and
year, the cost of an F-35A was
women in uniform,” said Greg
lowered. The F-35A unit price
PRICE REDUCTION PRICE REDUCTION PRICE REDUCTION
FROM
FROM
FROM
Ulmer, F-35 Vice President and
including aircraft, engine and
5.4%
LOT
10
LOT
10
LOT
10
5.7%
11.1%
14
102
25
General Manager. “As producfee, is $89.2 million. This repretion ramps up, and we implement
sents a 5.4 percent reduction
QUANTITIES
additional cost savings initiatives,
from the $94.3 million it cost for
we are on track to reduce the
an F-35A in Low-Rate Initial ProUS
INTERNATIONAL
FOREIGN MILITARY
cost of the F-35A to $80 million
duction Lot 10 (LRIP 10).
PARTNER
SALES
by 2020, which is equal to or less
In LRIP 11, the F-35B unit cost
than legacy aircraft, while providwas lowered to $115.5 million. This
ing a major leap in capability.”
represents a 5.7 percent reducThe latest contract is a demtion from the $122.4 million it cost
onstration of the programme’s
for the short-takeoff and landing
progress and maturity, as indusvariant in LRIP 10. The F-35C unit
try and the government now set
cost was lowered to $107.7 million.
their sights on future acquisiThis represents an 11.1 percent
tion approaches for the next
reduction from the $121.2 million it
three production lots to further
cost for the carrier variant in LRIP
reduce costs.
10. The LRIP 11 agreement funds
With more than 320 aircraft
91 aircraft for the US Services, 28
for F-35 International Partners and 22 for F-35 Foreign Military Sales operating from 15 bases around the globe – the F-35 is playing a
critical role in today’s global security environment. More than 680
customers. Deliveries will begin in 2019.
“Driving down cost is critical to the success of this programme,” pilots and 6,200 maintainers have been trained and the F-35 fleet
said Vice Admiral Mat Winter, F-35 Programme Executive Officer. has surpassed more than 155,000 cumulative flight hours. The F-35
“We are delivering on our commitment to get the best price for tax- weapons system reliability continues to improve through a combinapayers and warfighters. This agreement for the next lot of F-35s rep- tion of hardware and software improvements.
In addition to advanced capability, the F-35 provides economic
resents a fair deal for the US Government, our international partnership and industry. We remain focused on aggressively reducing F-35 stability to the US and Allied nations by creating jobs, commerce and
security, and contributing to the global trade balance. The F-35 is built
cost and delivering best value.”
With stealth technology, supersonic speed, powerful sensors, by thousands of men and women in America and around the world.
large weapons capacity and global deployment, the F-35 is the most With more than 1,500 suppliers in 46 states and Puerto Rico, the F-35
advanced fighter aircraft ever built, enabling women and men in uni- programme supports more than 194,000 direct and indirect jobs in the
form to execute their mission and return home safely. More than a US alone. The programme also includes more than 100 international
fighter jet, the F-35’s ability to collect, analyze and share data, is a pow- suppliers, creating or sustaining thousands of international jobs. SP
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KN India Aerospace & Defence Event, September 21, 2018
With the introduction of new technologies and complex
demands, the Aviation, Aerospace and Defence industry is
experiencing robust growth and unprecedented changes.
With this in mind, Kuehne + Nagel India hosted the first
Indian Aviation & Defence Summit in Bengaluru where
industry leaders discussed key trends, challenges and
best practices. Record aircraft order backlogs are driving
OEM growth and placing pressure on an already strained
Supplychain. New engine technology is driving fleet renewals and investments. The aftermarket MRO sector is
expected to grow significantly. Kuehne + Nagel India are
well positioned to support the industries with specialized
certified logistics solutions.
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...continued from page 29
and operations which is further aggravated by extremely low
volume of business. As Air Charter Companies have just a few
aircraft on their inventory, it is very difficult if not impossible
to make their business financially viable. Although predictions
about the future of business aviation in India are optimistic,
there is certainly the need to explore newer business models to
place this segment of the industry on a better footing. One such
business model that could be analysed and possibly adopted
by the Indian civil aviation industry to mitigate the adversities
faced by the business aviation segment, is one that is followed
by international carriers Qatar Airways as well as All Nippon
Airways or ANA of Japan. Along with their fleets of regular airliners of varying capacity, these international airlines of repute
also operate a business aviation wing with high end business
jets. This enables the airlines to serve the needs of both categories of air travellers – those who opt to fly on board a commercial airliner and those that prefer to fly on board a business jet.
Qatar Executive
Operating since January 1994, Qatar Airways with its headquarters in Doha, is the national carrier of Qatar. With a fleet
of more than 200 aircraft on its inventory, the airline operates
a hub-and-spoke network linking over 150 international destinations across Africa, Central Asia, Europe, Far East, South
Asia, Middle East, North America, South America and Oceania.
It was during the Airshow in Paris in the year 2009 that the
airline first announced the formation of a subsidiary named as
Qatar Executive. This company is meant to operate business
jets and this venture was a part of the ongoing robust global
growth strategy of Qatar Airways and the airline’s continued
commitment to the business travel community of not only the
Middle East; but in the rest of the world as well. Based at
Hamad International Airport, business jet services by whollyowned business jet fleet offered by Qatar Executive, is available for worldwide charter. As of now, the business jet fleet has
the following 11 aircraft on its inventory: Four Global 5000,
one Global XRS, three Challenger 605 and three Gulfstream
G650ER.
In less than a decade since its establishment, Qatar Executive has attained a leadership position in air charter services
that the company provides to individuals, business community,
corporate tycoons and senior functionaries in the government.
In May 2015, Qatar Executive made public its plans to purchase
up to 30 aircraft from Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation, which includes firm
orders and options. This new acquisition would bring the strength of aircraft on the business jet inventory to
a level that could match the inventory
holding of some airlines in India. The
fleet of 30 business jets to be procured
by Qatar Executive is planned to be a
combination of the G500, the G600 and
the flagship G650ER. All these are new,
wide-cabin aircraft from Gulfstream.
With the financial backing of its parent
company Qatar Airways, it would have
been easier for Qatar Executive to build
up a large fleet of the latest, high-end
business jets which in turn would help
in making operations by the subsidiary
company financially viable as well.

ANA Business Jet Company
The other international carrier with business model that is
similar to that of Qatar Airways, is ANA of Japan. Founded in
1952 with just two helicopters, today, ANA is the largest airline
in the country on the basis of fleet size, revenue and number of
passengers carried. It has 260 commercial aircraft on its inventory and provides connectivity to 85 destinations and carries
about 52 million passengers per year. In October 1999, the airline became a member of Star Alliance. ANA controls as many
as 64 subsidiaries and as recently as on April 27 this year, the
Japanese carrier announced the launch of a new subsidiary
named as ANA Business Jet Company Limited, a joint venture
with Sojitz Corporation, to offer charter flights by business jets.
On March 28 this year, ANA and Honda Aircraft Company had
announced the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
for a strategic partnership to support the expansion of the business jet market around the world with the help of the HondaJet,
a technologically advanced business jet from Honda Aircraft Company of Japan. ANA will introduce current business jet users and
its commercial flight customers to the HondaJet by maximising the
utilisation of the aircraft in its charter and feeder flights connecting
them to the existing broad network at major travel hubs in North
America and Europe. Honda Aircraft will support working with
global charter operators to provide exceptional coverage for ANA’s
customers and establishing a framework for ground support functions at a variety of ANA’s transit locations.
The HondaJet is the fastest, highest-flying, quietest, and most
fuel-efficient business jet in its class. This platform incorporates
several technological innovations in aviation design, including
the unique Over-The-Wing Engine Mount (OTWEM) configuration that dramatically improves performance and fuel efficiency
by reducing aerodynamic drag. The aircraft is equipped with the
most sophisticated glass cockpit available in any light business
jet, a Honda-customised Garmin G3000. This is the first commercial aircraft designed by Honda and lives up to the company’s
reputation for superior performance, efficiency, quality and value
Business Model for Indian Civil Aviation Industry
A business model similar to the one adopted by the two international carriers that has been described above, would possibly be
a convenient solution of the problems faced by Air Charter Companies in India. Having an Air Charter Company as a subsidiary
of an airline, would significantly enhance the market potential in
the business aviation segment as the parent airline will be able provide far better
financial support. With much higher level
of resources, the parent airline will be able
to make much larger investments, have
larger fleets, provide easier and more efficient marketing, will have access to wider
clientele, can provide better maintenance
support, encounter fewer problems
related to infrastructure and will be able
to provide easier and better ground handling for the business jets. The management of the parent airline will also be in
far better position to cope with regulatory
onslaughts. Business aviation will no longer have to fend for itself and be engaged
in a perpetual struggle against the wide
range of adversities that currently plague
this segment of the industry. SP
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